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Amendment
proposed
Senate member seeks
his own referendum
By CHAD GALLAGHER

Staff writer
A Faculty Senate member
is proposing a constitutional
amendment that would allow
faculty members to create
their own referendums.
In an effort designed to
better represent the faculty,
senate member Lankford
Walker is proposing the faculty be allowed to draw up
their own referendums on
different matters if 20 percent sign a petition asking for
one.
"This amendment will
assure that the general faculty will be heard," Walker
said.
Walker said he drafted the
amendment after several faculty members said they were
disappointed that the senate

voted 11-4 against a referendum on the strategic plan at
the Sept. 27 meeting.
About 150 faculty members, nearly 33 percent,
signed an informal petition
asking for a referendum
about the strategic plan, the
university's plan to guide
them to the year 2000.
There are more than 500
eligible voting faculty at
Eastern.
"The faculty members I
spoke to felt disappointed
that the senate ignored a
petition drawn by nearly 33
percent of the faculty," said
Walker, who voted in favor of
a referendum.
According to the senate
constitution, the faculty can
vote on an amendment if 10

f See AMENDMENT Page 2

J orns addresses
athletic cuts
~r;

ANDREW VERCOUTERAN/ Staff phgtggrapher
affected."
Gender-equity legislation,
enforced by the federal Office
Eastern President David of Civil Rights, is aimed at _Paul Patrice, a photographer for Thornton Studio, poses Michele Owens, a senior speech
Jorns fielded questions ensuring all institutions that pathology major, for her Warbler yearbook photo. The photos were taken in the Panther
Wednesday from Student receive federal aid have an Lair in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Senate members concerning equal number of men's and
the elimination of two sports women's sports teams.
programs.
Jorns said the deciding facSenate members asked tor in the way Eastern's pro- By ADAM McHUGH
at the board's monthly meet- ily in the school's future.
Jorns about the effects of grams were evaluated was its Administration editor
"There has been no mening in Chicago Wednesday,
gender-equity legislation that ratio of men to women athoutlining the areas where tion of a bonus yet," Jorns
forced the elimination of letes. Eastern's athletic proEastern President David Eastern reallocated funding said. "We won't have any
Eastern's men's swimming grams are currently com- Jorns said Wednesday he is to comply with the IBHE's sense that we will be receivand wrestling teams.
posed of 70 percent men and unsure if the Illinois Board Priorities, Quality and ing..one for quite some time."
"The unfortunate part of 30 percent women, he said.
of Higher Education will Productivity Initiative.
Last year, the IBHE set
this legislation is that
"To tell you the truth, it offer the university a moneBut even though Eastern aside $2 million in bonuses
Eastern was picked among really offends me that we had tary bonus for complying has reallocated nearly $3 for universities which "fully
the first schools to be evalu- to cut the swimming and with one of this year's board million for salary increases complied" with the PQP
ated," Jorns said. "But sooner wrestling teams," Jorns said.
initiatives.
and improvements
in Initiative.
or later, all schools that
Jorns presented the uni- instructional areas, Jorns
.- See JORNS Page 2
receive aid were going to be
versity's productivity report said a bonus is not necessar- " See JORNS: mHE Page 2

By DAVE HOSICK

Student government editor
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Jorns: IBHE bonus uncertain

Eastern faculty salaries rank below average
By ADAM McHUGH
Administration editor

Despite a 3.5 percent salary
increase, Eastern's faculty are still paid
about $10,000 less than the average
state university educator, according to
a report by the Illinois Board of Higher
Education.
All ranks of faculty - professor, associate professor, assistant professor and
instructor - combine to make $9,900

less than the Fiscal Year 1994 average
of $47,600, according to the report.
The average weighted salary at
Eastern during the fiscal year was
$37, 700. The fiscal year runs from July
to June.
The University of Illinois at
Champaign-Urbana recorded the highest salaries, holding a weighted average of$57,300.
The University Professionals of

Illinois, Eastern's teacher union,
stressed the issue of equal pay among
comparable institutions during its
salary increase negotiations with the
Board of Governors last month. This
year's increase wW give all faculty a 3.5
percent - $81 per month - raise along
with a 1.75 percent increase of their
current salary. The change is expected
to take effect next month.
Chapter President Laurent Gosselin

said this year's increase "closes the
gap" in terms of other state schools.
But Eastern is still well behind the
state average, he said.
The BOG will likely approve this
year's salary increase at its Oct. 27
board meeting at Chicago State
University.
"We have been trying to close the
gap for years," Gosselin said. "This
• See EASTERN Page 2
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Blood drive will try second time to reach goal
By JANICE lWNT
Staff writer

Blood drive organizers will try again
Friday to help replenish area hospitals'
blood supplies after failing to reach
their goal last month.
The American Red Cross will seek
donations from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the
Old Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

Friday's blood drive was scheduled
to compensate for the annual fall blood
drive, which fell 212 pints short of its
goal.
"It was a terrific effort," said Dave
Cline, regional coordinator for the
American Red Cross. "However, our
hospitals were anticipating EIU to collect 1,200 pints of blood, and we fell
drastically short.

"It has had a specific impact on the
hospitals who were expecting the
blood."
The goal for Friday's drive is 200
pints.
In the east-central Illinois region,
blood transfusions are needed by 5,000
people each week, Cline said.
A "code yellow alert" is in effect
throughout the Missouri-Illinois

region, meaning supplies are dangerously low, Cline said. The supply of
type 0 blood is down more than 40 percent and type B is down 50 percent .
"Area hospitals are relying on us and
the EIU community," Cline said.
Cline said past campus blood drives
typically collected 1,500 to 1,600 pints
each, but recently have taken far fewer
donations.

FROM PAGE ONE

Amendment
t From Page 1
percent of the eligible faculty
sign a petition asking for an
overall faculty vote, but they
cannot petition to draw their
own referendums.

Walker's proposal would
allow referendums to be drawn
by the general faculty.
Senate Chairman John
Allison said Walker's proposal
is a "very good idea" that would
better represent the faculty.

•From Page 1
Women's soccer will become a recognized team sport as part of the legislation.
Senate members expressed interest
in helpW,g the swimming team with its
efforts.'
Swim team members asked the senate for help in their efforts to get the
men's team reinstated as a recognized
sport.

"If a significant number of
people wish to have a referendum on an important issue
then they should have it,"
Allison said.
After a petition by 10 percent
of the faculty, an amendment is

"I am sure that all the senate members will dip their hands into this as
much as possible to see what this body
can do," senate member Jason
Anselment said.
In other business at Wednesday's
meeting, the Student Senate:
• Voted to table a constitutional
amendment aimed at restructuring the
executive branch into four vice presidential positions because several senate members submitted changes to the

sent through a three-step process before it is sent to Eastern
President David Jorns and the
Board of Governors for official
approval. Those steps are:
• A copy of the proposed
amendment is distributed to all

proposal.
The amendment is scheduled to be
considered at next week's meeting.
• Voted to create a referendum for a
50-cent fee increase for the Student
Legal Services Board. The increase,
which would go toward clerical work,
would cost students $3 instead of
$2.50. The referendum would appear
on ballots in next month's campus elections.
• Heard from freshman Jason

faculty a t least two weeks
before a vote.
• A secret ballot v ote is
taken.
• A majority of the faculty
must approve the amendment.

Anderson, an environmental biology
major, who asked senate members to
explain why they allocated $1,500 to
send two members to a leadership conference in Washington D.C.
"The main purpose of this conference
is to bring back knowledge to help
empower'"'students," Senate member
Rick Tucker said. "If we show the city
that we have I0,0 00 students who are
registered to vote, we·can show that we
have some power."

Jorns: IBHE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
among Eastern faculty, who
., From Page 1
Although Eastern consoli- felt saving $350,000 through
dated its six colleges in the consolidation was
Spring 1993 in an effort to deserving of a bonus.
Jorns said the university
C9iWRlY,.wiJ;.h 1ih~ }p.~~iative,
·will
be in "very good shape"
tlie llfitE'cha'. not grant a
if
it
receives a bonus, but
bqn~ . to ,the university.
Sivelf 'o tHlit<st'afe ' scnools ·added he is "not counting on
anything right now.
split the bonus money.
"I haven't heard a word
The decision was met with
shock and disappointment about the bonus yet," Jorns

said. "At this juncture, all
we can do is wait and hope
the board decides to implement one this year."
To comply with this year's
initiative, Eastern reallocated funds to display an
emphasis on staff and
instructional areas.
More than $650,000 was
allocated to undergraduate

areas
while
minority
achievement
programs
received $79,000.
Eastern also put more
than $2 million into e a rly
retirement payouts and
salary increases.
The PQP Initiative, which
was developed by the board
in 1991 , is a cost-cutting
program that calls on uni-

v ersities t o identify programs which should be cut
or improved through funding.
Each y e a r, all 12 s t a t e
universit ies submit productivity report s to the board.
The IBHE t hen m a kes recommendations and decides
which schools will receive
bonus money.

Eastern
$44,800.
• Assistant professors at Eastern
increase may help, but overall we are
collect $33,800, while the state average
still lacking."
According to the IBHE report, which is $38,100.
• Eastern instructors earn $23,200
was published last week, all ranks of
compared
to the average of $24,200.
Eastern f~culty were found to be lower
President David Jorns said the unithan the state average. Professors had
tl}~, }:figg~s_t salary gap, nearly $13,000 versity's professors are a "high prioriawa;.y. -from their peers around the ty," but it is difficult to pay them
because of an overall lack of state
state.
funding.
The averages are as follows:
"We just haven't had the money the
• Eastern professors earn $45,900
compared to the state average of past few years," Jorns said. "It is a
problem across the state."
$58,800.
Last year, Eastern paid out almost
• Associate professors at Eastern
make $38,700, with the stat.e figure at $1.7 million for salary increases. Early
retirement and sick leave payouts,
•FromPage 1

which increased dramatically in fiscal
year 1994, totaled more than $1.2 million.
The report also said the BOG, which
oversees Eastern and four other state
schools, combined for the lowest average salaries in the state.
Governors State University and
Western Illinois University, which
have the highest average salaries in
the BOG system at $42,400, are still
more than $5,000 below the average
state figure.
BOG Spokeswoman Michelle Brazell
said the state funding "is just not there
anyinore."
"We've been trying to close the

salary gap among the BOG schools,"
Brazell said. "That is our main concern.
"We will probably have to address
the state averages at a later time," she
said.
The Board of Regents, which oversees Illinois State University, Northern
Illinois University in DeKalb and
Sangamon S t ate University in
Springfield, had t he second lowest
salaries in the s t ate, averaging
$44,600.
The Board of Trustees for Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale and
Edwardsville were the third lowest,
with an average of $44,950.
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LUtJCH SPECJdLS
• Grilled Tenderloin with
cup of soup or salad
• 13eef and noodles, real
mashed potatoes,
vegetal71e and roll
• Spinach and cheese
omelette, muffin and
choice of fruit or salad
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Mon-Sat AfIEK 5PM
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March protests violence
By AMY HEEREN
Staff writer

ELISSA BROADHURST/ Assoc. photo editor

~ter

the fire

member of the Charleston Fire Department cleans up
r putting out Friday's fire at Carman Hall. The fire
ed an estimated $100,000 in damage and will dise 45 residents of the hall for at least a month. File

to.

As a demonstration
against violence and rape,
more than 50 people marched
around campus Wednesday
night holding candles, chanting slogans and carrying a
banner pledging to "take back
the night."
Roughly 25 Eastern students were involved in the
mile-long march and chanted,
"Take back the night - stop
rape now."
The march, an annual
event sponsored by the
Sexual Assault Counseling
and Information Service, was
organized to bring together
rape victims and their supporters to protest violence.
"Certainly not everyone
here has been victimized by
sexual assault, but for survivors, it's a special evening
to come together to heal,"
said Bonnie Buckley, executive director of Sexual
Assault
Counseling
Information Service agency.
"The march tonight was to
raise awareness of the number of sexual assaults in this

''T

he march was to say we want
violence ended in our society for
women, men and children."
- Debra Witek
Sexual Assault Counseling and Information Service

community and to show our of Education.
support for the strength of
"The march was to say we
sexual assault survivors," want violence ended in our
said Susan Woods, an associ- society for women, men and
ate professor of health stud- children," said Debra Witek,
ies and a founding member of mother and a volunteer for
the counseling service.
the counseling center.
Witek's
five-year-old
"It's also held to emphasize
the need for safety on campus daughter, Sarah Witekand in the community."
Garret, also attended the
The demonstration con- march, just as she has every
cluded at the campus pavilion year for the last five years.
with a campfire, poetry readWitek-Garret said she was
ings and acoustic guitar in the march "so people don't
music by a local rape sur- get hurt."
vivor, Debbie Sweitzer.
The Sexual Assault
"I find that when people Counseling and Information
don't listen to what you say, Service is located in Lawson
they listen to a song," ~all, bu~ is not affiliat~~:i
Sweitzer said. "I use music as directly with Easte:qi. ~. 11-,ns:-3 a tool to teach and inform."
~ :~ ~r•. f!L.:Jr!
.
f!f
The march wa& funded by
City editor · 'I'ravi~
Eastern's health studies Spencer contributed to this
department and the College report.
''"

·o1 '('

'

uban native speaks about Latino heritage
People of all races need to become
ore informed about Latino herge and history, a featured speaker
r Latino Heritage Week said
ednesday night.
Himilce Novas, who was born in
uba, addressed a crowd of more
30 faculty and students, urging
hem to become more informed
ut Latino heritage and to appre'ate the different cultures of her
ple.
"I am here to celebrate Latino
'story Month," she told the audice, "but for me it is a year-long
e ration." · ~

Novas is an author, journalist and
poet who wrote the soon-to-bereleased book "Everything You Need
To Know About Latino History." She
said she wrote the book because "so
many of our Latino heroes and heroines are never talked about."
Novas said her book was designed
to bring some attention to a culture
that most people have little knowledge of, since Latino is not often
taught in schools.
"Latino history is American history," she said, "and we need to make
the two one.
"In a culture of exclusion, oppression, and obliteration, Latinos are
recognized for only certain things
like singing, dancing, or acting,

Novas said. "In the past, Latinos
have been given credit for things
that they do from the neck down. We
need to look at Latinos from the
neck up."
She said it was a Latino man who
made the often-quoted statement,
"Those who do not remember history ·
are doomed to repeat it."
"We are doomed also to be unable
to celebrate the present," she added,
"if we do not learn about our history."
Novas said during one particular
period in history in the 1930s, more
than 500,000 Mexicans were deport~
ed from the United States. These
Mexicans, many of whom were
American citizens, were taken from

their homes and dumped at the
Mexican border. Novas said they
were not allowed to return until
World War II.
Novas went on to say that by the
year 2000, only 25 percent of the
i:q.cqll}:ing w9r~ f~r<:~ ~iJl. ~e'*_pfff~~ ~
of white men.
.
"Latino~, are -,a n 'hicr~ctibly 1 t~~t-,~
ed and forceful group in this country," she said. "These people are the
heart of our country."
Novas concluded her speech with
a short video about immigration and
a brief question-and-answer period.
The biggest challenge to educators is, she said "to see that new
minorities are included so that they
can be prepared to go on in life."

ition-- Review Committee to establish
overnmeilt editor

The committee was originally formed to examine the
necessity of future tuition
increases and to make public
how all funds are being
spent.
Committee member Jason
Anselment said the committee will likely discuss its
weight in fighting tuition
increases.
"We hope to develop a
coherent policy that is widely
endorsed by students,"
· Anselment said. "Any deci-

sions the committee makes
will be based on what student input tells us."
Anselment said he hopes
Jorns will bring new insight
from his meeting last week
with the Illinois Board of
Higher Education. Anselment said while he doesn't
expect Jorns to have much
news about the IBHE, Jorns
should be able to offer insight
into how the committee
should deal with IBHE members in the future.

He said the committee has
established three priorities
when examining tuition
increase proposals. These priorities include determining if
there is a need for an
increase,
determining
whether an increase should
be applied before or after
state appropriations are
made and ensuring that
there is a clear understanding of what the university
needs.
The committee also hopes

g~lll.~,.
•

~

•
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•
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to have input . on ae'd dlrrg •
when a tuition inireaS'~
would take effect, how much
of an increase is needed and
how the money will be
applied.
"We are looking at creating
a tuition increase matrix
where we would match up
the amount of state appropriations with the funds needed
to maintain the university
and the amount of an
increase, if any, is needed," ·
Anselment said.

.S., allies change focus to preventing crisis
AIT (AP) - As Iraqi troops
ated from the Kuwait border,
United States and its allies
ed their focus Wednesday to
· g off future crises that might
oked by Saddam Hussein.
ousands of U.S. troops continto stream into the region as
ance.
Meanwhile, six Persian Gulf councommitted their own troops to
allied effort after a meeting in
wait with Secretary of State
n Christopher.
One option that Christopher purwi th the Gulf ministers and
h British Foreign Secretary
lastlurd involved establishing

through the U.N. Security Council a
zone near the Kuwaiti border that
would be off-limits to Iraqi tan}rs and
other heavy military equipment.
Iraqi flights already are banned in
the area.
· Defense Secretary William Perry
w11s- expe"Cted to- continue those dis-

cussions when he arrived in the
region Thursday. However, facing
resistance from some allies, the
White House was not publicly pushing the idea on Wednesday.
Although U.N. Ambassador
Madeleine Albright said she had
raised the idea at the United
Nations, White House press secretary Dee Dee Myers told reporters,
"That is not a proposal that we have
shopped around." .
The French, in particular, urged
caution. Two French Cabinet ministers said Iraq had not violated any
agreements and the West should not
over-react.
Whatever the details of the allied

response, Christopher said, "we. ~e :
resolved and committed that
Saddam should not be permitte9 to '
project the world into crisis at#is
own whim."
.,. f
Saudi Arabia and five smaller:oil
nations - Oman, Bahrain, United
Arab Emirates, Qatar and Kuwait
itself - agreed 'to deploy part of their
19,000-man "Peninsula Shield" in
Kuwait along_with additional troops
from each of the six. The total was
not announced.
Back in Washington, a senior military official said at the Pentagon
that a majority of the Iraqi forces
that had been massed near the
Kuwaiti border were moving away.

@1o~AY ~ ~t> l.ec.M. A\mloe.iri ss
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J. f the curling iron hcid
been in a different spot, the
fire might not have even
taken place."
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Paul Cottingham
Arson inuestigator
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Eastern can take
step into future
with debit cards
Imagine being able to pay for everything from
; textbooks to laundry services with your student
IEf Just ~iide'th~ card through an electronic read. er, and the money is deducted from an account.
This is the aim of a campuswide debit-card
system that Eastern officials are looking at. The
proposal promises to make on-campus purchases more convenient for
students and could generate more money for
the university in sales.
It's a good plan for everyone involved. Plus,
Eastern is already familiar with much of the
needed technology through its food-service ID
,
1 syster;qjn-dining balls..
..:Jlnli~!:!--~_q:e_ait _qu:.d. tpe_<;!ebit card draws
moriey from an existing account, rather than
billing the consumer later.
With a debit-card system, students or their
parents may deposit money into the card's
account before a purchase. Money is deducted
from the account when a student uses the card.
Griffin Technology, the same company that
manufactures the electronic checkers in food service dining halls, envisions a "one-card campus,"
where students can buy everyday goods and
services with ID cards linked to an account with
, the
university.
·
rH ·•
_,,
:I - On~ 'installed, the system could be used at
: r~t,ail-sales stores such as the Union Bookstore,
the Sugar Shack or The Rathskeller. Debit cards
could also pay for items at Health Service, vending-machine purchases or tickets to concerts and
athletic events.
Starting in January, a debit-card system will be
installed on some copying machines in Booth
Library as the possible first step to building a
campuswide system. That library service, along
with the food-service equipment, puts Eastern in
an ideal position to expand its debit-card technology.
A committee will be appointed to review the
card proposal and decide whether to begin
implementing it on campus.
. Installing the necessary electronics initially
·would be expensive, with one card-reading
computer costing as much as $1,000. But the
system could quickly pay for itself by boosting
spending and offering the sheer convenience of
a readily accepted, easy-to-use debit card.
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Students should seek
out senate members,
express concerns
Dear editor:
I was having a conversation with a
mend the other night about one of
our regular topics - Student Government. He began telling me in a raised
voice what Matt Giordano should
have the Board of Governors do with
the extra money it wants from us. He
said he wouldn't mind if the tuition
hike was 6 percent as long as it was
put toward the students, in projects
such as updating our library.
As he was very passionately spouting his views at me, it became very
dear what needed to be done. I
looked at him square in the eye and
told him that if he feels so strongly
about this, he should probably go talk
to Matt himself or any of the senate
members we elected to represent us.
I implore the student lxxiy to do
the same. Ifyou feel so strongly about
wanting something done, SAY
SOMElHING! Don't just hold up signs
of disapproval. Seek out the senate
members you voted into office and
express your concerns.
Their job is to represent you. They
are not going to know what you want
if you don't tell them.
It is a good thing that a group of
students came to the senate meeting
last week and showed that they were
unhappy. But they didn't stick around
to say what they would like to be
done or to even hear what Giordano
had to report. If they cared so much
about the issue, they should have
stayed to become informed.
Go find your senate members! If
you don't know who they are, ask
around. The person acros.s the hall
might know one. Your resident assistant might be one. Use them. Tell
them what you want.
If you just say that what has happened is wrong, yet make no effort to
try and do something, you are not
helping. If you are not a part of the
solution you are part of the problem.

Carolyn Magdzlasz

Credit cards needed
to build credit history
for students' future
Dear editor:
Since my first days of reading The
Daily Eastern News I have had to hold
my tongue while reading columns
written by your staff on the opinion
page. I feel that the News may be the
most liberal paper that I have ever

read.
I should know about liberal newspapers, I grew up reading The Effingham Daily News. Though I usually
stick to the topics that they can't bias,
like the obituaries.
I said that I held my tongue. That is
until now. I have read weeks and
weeks of liberalism to the extreme in
this paper. Liberalism akin to an

Your turn
appointment of one of Bill's mends to
a Cabinet position. The point that has
me most frustrated is the one made in
last Wednesday's edition by Jeremy
Kirk.
He stated that college students do
not need credit cards or even a credit
line for that matter. Try buying a house
these days without credit.
Unless you plan on plucking down
at least $150,000 in cash, you kind of
need a credit line. What kind of banker would lend that kind of money to
a person who has nothing in their
credit history but a measly checking
account. A pretty stupid one I would
say.
I know personally of cases of people who are in their mid-20s, married,
and both work who have a hard time
getting credit. I would say it is to a
person's advantage to get a credit
card now.
Don't wait any longer or it may be
too late. Do it now while the credit
card companies are being generous
with no annual fees, etc.
The one point that infuriated me
most was that Kirk said that people
go on wild spending sprees with
credit cards. This is totally untrue, at
least from my viewpoint. I have had a
credit card for more than a year, I only
work in the summer and am facing no
problems whatsoever with my card.
The word here is self-control.
Maybe more students should look this
up in the dictionaiy and practice its
definition in their own lives.

Adam West

Less whining, more
sacrificing necessary
to help university
Dear editor:

As I sat griping, grousing, whining
and complaining about the sony state
of finandal affairs, wrestling with strategic planning and various other serious matters at Eastern, it suddenly occurred to me to make myself responsible for trying to solve at least a small
part of the financial problem.
Before coming to Eastern four years
ago, I was employed at a private,
church-related university in New Or-

leans.
We had experienced similar problems and difficulties. A small, but significant step was taken by the administration and faculty: We decided not
to take the raises that had been
planned for the next fiscal year.
Many unanticipated benefits accrued. First and foremost, there was a
positive financial impact within the
institution as those funds were not sat
on, but were judiciously reallocated.
The university community, public
and private, correctly observed that
here was a group of people who not
only talked about loyalty, dedication
and commitment, but actually
demonstrated these admirable

attributes In a very tangible manner.
Others were inspired and motivated to not only help us, but were sufficiently imbued with a spirit of gMng
to help others who were also financially strapped. A genuinely selfless
gesture can reap wonderful results.
I have observed that when we
receive a raise at Eastern, we are
invariably negatively impacted in
many ways throughout the university.
Instead of constantly wringing our
hands and bemoaning our plight, we
can makea saGFifice to help our university and.._-Qelp ourselves. Think
about it!

Hennan D. Taylor
Music department chalnnan

Weaver seems more
supportive of special
interests than people
Dear editor:
Rep. Mike Weaver tells us that he
cares. But who does he care about?
Look dosely at his record. It tells us
that where our energy, environmental
and social costs are concerned, he is
representing the special interests, not
us.
For example, House Bill 3313
would have established a hydroelectric power source to be constructed in
Alton - a down-south measure that
would have cheapened electricity in
southern Illinois. How did Weaver
vote? NO.
House Bill 3786 now requires all
cement kiln plants that burn hazardous waste to place warning labels
on cement bags sold in our state.
Since no Illinois cement kilns burn
hazardous waste, this measure gives
Illinois cement kilns a business advantage - and gives all people in Illinois a
health advantage. So what did Weaver do? Hevoted NO!
Senate Bill t 172 now requires utility companies to set aside money to
repay former customers who have
been overcharged. Do I have to tell
you how Weaver voted? You guessed
it. He voted NO.
Earlier this year I noted that Weaver's YES stance on SB 85 took away
local governments' control over pesticides, this after a huge contingent of
chemical lobbyists showed up in
Springfield.
True to form, Weaver has more
recently voted YES again. Thanks in
part to his vote, now local people
can't control what sort of waste sites
they live around. Aren't you proud?
Can't you wait to get that urban
garbage here?
I'll stop with one more - House Bill
1721. This bill creates a task force to
recommend policy for use of rubbermodified asphalt for paving. Of
course, the bill is good for our economy, good for the environment and
good for anyone who has a few thousand tires lea91ing into the water
table. Of course, Mike voted NO.
Do you see a pattern to Weaver's
stand?
)ohnAIUson
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Eastern student deals with injuries
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Campus editor

Since he was injured in a
diving accident more than four
months ago, former Eastern
student Jaime Holtzer says he
has come to accept losing the
use of his hands and legs.
Holtzer, 19, was injured on
June 4 when he dove from a
river bank into the rocky
waters of the Turkey Run
State Park in Indiana and hit
a rock. He broke two upper
vertebrae, injuring his spinal
cord.
Holtzer is currently paralyzed and uses a wheelchair.
He said he has managed to
keep his spirits up despite the
accident.
"It was hard to come to

terms with (the paralysis),"
said Holtzer, who is a member
of the Sigma Pi fraternity. "I
came to terms with it a lot
faster than some, however."
Holtzer's life has changed a
great deal since his accident.
He and his family are currently attempting to purchase a
van with a lift mechanism, a
new wheelchair and a lift
mechanism for his home.
Sigma Pi fraternity is sponsoring a fund-raiser to raise
money for these items.
Jeff Culler, philanthropy
chair for the fraternity, said
the organization has been diseussing how to help the family
since the beginning of the
term.
"This year all the money we
make will go to help Jaime,"

Culler said. "We are planning
another fund-raiser for the
spring."
The fund-raiser will be held
at 7 p.m. Friday at The Hut,
on the corner of Sixth and
Harrison streets. The event
will feature door prizes, a raffle and the band Plaid. A donation of $5 will be accepted at
the door.
"When I first got hurt, I
could barely move," said
Holtzer, who is currently living
with his family. "Now I can
move my arms around. My
hand doesn't work, but there's
some feeling in my fingers."
Holtzer said he plans to
return to Eastern by the 1995
fall semester.
As part of his recovery,
Holtzer is involved in both

physical and occupational
therapy, the latter of which
concentrates on retraining him
to do simple day-to-day jobs
such as brushing his teeth and
combing his hair.
Holtzer will have a long
wait to find out if he will be
able to walk again because the
swelling of his two upper vertebrae, which is causing his
paralysis, may take up to a
year and a half to decrease.
Doctors will not know if he will
be able to walk until this
swelling has decreased.
"(The doctors) still don't
know what is going to happen," Holtzer said. "Some people with the same injury are
walking now, while others
can't. It's kind of a long waiting game."

Local costume store relocates
By MELANIE McCLAIN
Staff writer

President Bill Clinton is standing in
the front window of a Charleston store
playing his saxophone for baseball legend Babe Ruth, Cleopatra and the
entire Flintstone family.
A local costume store, which recently relocated to a larger building Oct.
1, offers these and thousands of other
costumes for this Halloween season.
Grand Ball Costumes & More, 609
Sixth St., is a costume store that can
turn any customer into whoever he or
she wants to be for a night, said owner
Jayne Ball-Saret.
Ball-Saret, an Eastern theater
graduate, said the store was originally
in her home for five years but moved
to its new warehouse location to
exhibit the more than 4,000 costumes

it offers.
"When people come into the store
they just stand at the front door in
awe," she said. "It's a great place to
just come and look and get ideas."
If Eastern students want to rent
costumes for a party, Ball-Saret said
she suggests reserving early because
business is picking up for Halloween.
"We have hundreds (of costumes)
reserved already," she said. We never
run out of costumes here. We figure if
we rent half of what we got, we've had
a good year."
To reserve a costume early, a customer must pay a deposit to hold it
and then pay a rental fee when the
costume is picked up.
Ball-Saret said O.J. and Nicole
Simpson costumes have been popular
this Halloween season.
"A lot of people rent Elvira, Freddy

Krueger, devil, monk, priest and nun
costumes," she said.
Ball-Saret said if her store does not
have the costume a customer wants,
she can make the costume herself.
"We custom-make the costumes ourselves," she said. "Most of the costumes we have are one-of-a-kind." .
The average cost for an outfit and
wig is $20 plus a deposit, and the cost
of the deposit varies with the costume.
Customers get their deposit back if
costumes are returned in good shape
and on time, Ball-Saret said.
Ball-Saret said she also offers group
discounts of 10 percent if there are six
or more people in a party.
Throughout the Halloween season,
Grand Ball Costumes &_Mo;r_e .vvjll be
open from 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
on Saturdays.

Haunted dungeon scheduled for Halloween
Admission is $2 for adults
and $1 for children under 12.
The dungeon will have 14
rooms and a maze.
Jayne Ball-Saret, owner of
Grand Ball Costumes,
approached the Jaycees with
the idea of having the haunted dungeon in the basement
of her store, said Bob Larson,
president of the Charleston
chapter.
"We're still real short of
help," Larson said. "We're

By MELANIE McCLAIN
Staff writer

The Charleston Jaycees will
host a Hallowe~p. haunted
dungeon during ' the final
week of October. - The Haunted Dungeon will
be held from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Oct. 25 and 26 and from 7
p.m. to midnight Oct. 28 to 31
in the basement of Grand Ball
Costumes & More!, 609 Sixth
St.
_'>:-

ml)

I

open M o n .- Sat .
spm - Iam

Tonight enjoy
$1 00 Longnecks
s200 H e in Pints or $ 3 00 Pitcher of
Blue Tail Fly
While y o u pla y

Cas~no

hoping to get some fraternities or sororities to man a
room or decorate a room
themselves.
"We're more than willing to
have the help."
Construction on the haunted dungeon began two weeks
ago and will be finished by the
end of this week, Larson said.
This is the first time in two
years the Jaycees will have a
haunted house. The local
chapter was dissolved for two

years and then reassembled
last September, Larson said.
Proceeds from the haunted
dungeon will go to a
Christmas shopping tour for
underprivileged children.
Also, if a patron brings an
old blanket to the dungeon on
Oct. 26, their admission is
free.
Larson said the blankets
will be taken to the Appalachian Mountains for people who do not have them.

UB

sponsors
Latin

band
By AMY HEEREN
Staff writer

The international music duo Correro Aero will
continue the celebration
of Latino Heritage Week
tonight with a concert of
Latin American music.
"They're different from
Los Lobos and more electrifying than Menuedo,"
said Chris Desmond,
chairman for the University Board's MiniConcerts Committee.
Correro Aero will play
traditional music from
Venezuela, Mexico and
Argentina at 8 p.m. in the
University Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
'
Tickets will be sold at
the door. Admission is $2
for students and $3 for
the general public.
Members of the duo,
Abel and Madeleine
Rocha, have toured internationally as well-known
Latino singers to a variety
of concert halls and universities, according to a
press release.
"Correro Aero is a
whole. ~rent..chaptell~
music," Desmond =said.
''You can't compdre -them,
to American music. It's
like comparing Ice-T to
Barry Manilow. You just
can't do it."
The Mini-Concerts
Committee of the UB, a
student fee-funded organization that organizes
programming for Eastern,
is sponsoring the concert.
"We wanted to expose
the ethnic background
with a culturally magrµiy:_
ing sound," Desmop.q ~ajd.
About 200 people, ap~.
expected to attend tlie '
concert.
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Black Jack
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MEDIU~

RUN on overandSET yourself up for
free samples ofFruitopia (compliments
of Coca- Cola) and .25<t pretzels)
popcorn) and nacEos.

CHEESE
PIZZA

(f/tfl00
l!.J-J +tax
•6read5tick5- $1.99
hee5e5tick5- $3.30

J

You WillLOVE It.

348-5454

Bookstore Lounge lOam- 2pm

1
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Happy Sweetest Day EIU!
COOPER

PUMPKIN HEAD

Happy Sweetest Day

Happy Sweetest Day!
Love,
your Starla

Love Derek

HEATHER
You'll always
be my sweetheart!
LOVE, ARCH

JENN

Happy Sweetest Day!
I love you
and always will.
LOVE, BRANDON

KAYLEY
Just wanted you to
know I'm thinking of
you, sweetheart.
LOVE, MAD DOG

JULIE DOSS,
Happy Sweetest
Day!
MIKE

Happy Sweetest Day!

SOLOMEN
Bunches

TOJERM&RAT
THE VG'S LOVE YOU AND
WE'LL MISS YOU!
Love Gizmo,
Chip ,Sam,
&Stac

Retard
CONNIE
Looking forward
to tonight. Meet me
on the Mississippi.
DR.LOVE

DON
Thankyou for everything.
You're the best. I love you.
Forever and Always,

LOVE, NICOLE

JASON,
I love you THIS MUCH
now and forever.
CARRIE

ARCHEY
I Love You!!
Love,
the Mrs.

RENEE

SARA

Have a sweet
Sweetest Day Honey

Happy Sweetest Day,
You're the Best
T-L-A

CARL

Brian

KEISHA
llappy Sweetest Day
Love,
DEMETRIUS

ROOK
Happy Sweetest
Day!!
LOVE, G.I. JOE

KELLY
Padded Bedrails, I'm confused.
Mountain Bikes, Fox Ridge,
I never.

HAUSMAN
Happy Sweetest Day.
I'll love you forever.
STIEN

RAD

TO MY FAVORITE
PEOPLE
Chris & Samantha

Happy Sweetest Day
Lance

Happy Sweetest Day!
Love, Lisa
(Mommy)

JONNY BALLGAME

BECCA

After all this time, I'm
finally gonna getcha! Love
ya to death.

I'm Proud of You!

Lovem

CONGA

TO DALE

HAPPY SWEETEST
DAY
Eastern Illinois
University!

•

All well drinks •200
•3 00 Bud Li9_bt lt
Miller Lite Pitchers
• 150 Miller Lite lt
Bud Light 20oz.
lt>tnrtetl

d
Barbeque Ribs -

Open entry into restaurant until 9 o'clock; 21 after 9:00
Pool 'l"' - Bar&: Pool e 21; Never a cover

•550

AMY
I love the way you
love me!
LOVE JEFFERY

BRAD
You are my Sweetest!
I Love You!
ALI

JILL MEREDITH

HEY TOOTSIE ROLL

Don't Hit Me with that
Guitar! You know what
that does!
Danny Zucco

Thank You for being there for
me.
Smile!
Happy Sweetest Day!
Sincerely Dan

Happy Sweetest
Day!

STACI

SNUGGLE BUNNY

Just being with you brightens
my day, I hope this message if
not my presence, brightens
yours.
Sam

The Hottest Guy on
Campus!
Love your alterp.ative Babe,
Picky Pookie, and Honey Babe.

B.P.
Do you know what Saturday is?
It's Sweetest Day!
I want to be your sweetie!
Will you be mine?
LOVE, SUNSHINE

Happy Sweetest Day
Princess!
I Love You!
Love Snuggles

Love your Honey Bunches
of Oats

TOP GUN
Happy SweetestDay! ·
Love your Big Lipped
Greek Woman

The men of DELTA TAU DELTA
would like JqJ>,resent their
FALL - ALPHA - ~. ~ /. LEDGE CLASS
Mark Forberg
Seth Reedy
Matt Durbin
Corey Lines ~ h
Br~an Gray \~!l
Bnan McGav -•Ben Board
Derek Feather
Bob Ruf
Joe Moreno

att Dickerson
ohn Treadway
rew Munson
wn Depyatic
. ~ d Dusek
.'t>i e Kocis
' g Moushon
andon DeClerk
Rick Kraus
Jason Schmidtgall

r

TASTE • CLASS • PRIDE
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MACARONI AU FROMAGE

-

(EAT WITH GUS10 FOR ABOUT 51~ PER SERVING)
2 cups macaroni (pinwheels are fun)
1 cup sharp cheddar (grated)
1/2 stick butter
1 tsp Worcestershire (if you like)

1 cup
3 tbs
1 tsp
1 tsp

milk
flour
pepper
salt

--

Cook macaroni in 5 cups salted, boiling water for 15
minutes or until a.l dente. Drain. In a separate pot, melt
butter and mix in flour over low heat. Then, stir in milk
until ~oth. Add cheese, salt, pepper and Worcestershire.
Stir well. Smother macaroni. Serves 4.
'

.

Note: For your nutritional convenience, Citibank
Classic cards are accepted at over 11 million
locations, including grocery stores .

._

Apply for the Citibank Classic card by completing the application in this issue or by calling I· 800 · CITIBANK

---..,
I

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-

line.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.
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TRilNING/Muuoou
llELP W ANTIID
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ADOPTION
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MllBLElill!IORl!I
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FOR MilE
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HOME TOWN SECRETARIAL
SERVICE will type your research
papers, thesis, reports, business
letters. 345-7341, leave message
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/20

PART TIME YOUTH LEADER
FOR FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
OF CHARLESTON. Individual
must be a born again Christian
with a strong desire to minister to
the spiritual life of young people.
Must have an outgoing personality with strong organizational skill
and have approximately 10 hours
a week to devote to this ministry.
Interested applicants please send
resume to or letter of application
to; Rev. Leonard K Lewis, 2800
University Drive, Charleston II.
61920.
_ _ _ _ _ _c10/5,6·,13, 14,
SPRING BREAK 95 America's #1
Spring Break Company! Cancun,
Bahamas, Daytona & Panama!
110% Lowest Price Guarantee!
Organize 15 friends and TRAVEL
FREE! Earn hights commissions!
(800) 32-TRAVEL
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ca9/27,29,
NOW HIRING!! STOP THE FAST
FOOD CYCLE! WE OFFER A
PROFESSIONAL ATMOSPHERE,
PAID TRAINING, GREAT PAY,
LEARN A SKILL FOR THE
FUTURE. PART TIME EVENINGS
AVAILABLE WITH FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULES. CALL 348-5250.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12112
Are you tired of making minimum
wage? Do you feel unsatisfied in
your current job? If your answer
is "YES!!", we have the solution!!
Apply now and join our enthusiastic, dependable teaml! We are
looking for caring and reliable
people to fill FT and PT positions
in our dietary, habilitation and
activities departments. All shifts
available. Flexible hours, paid
training, competitive salary and
benefits offered. If job security,
advancement possibilities and
challenging, yet rewarding work is
,.- what you are looking for, apply at
738 18th St. Chas., II 61920 .
EOE

ALASKA
EMPLOYMEN~
Students Needed! Fishing
Industry. Earn up to $3,000$6,000+ per month. Room and
board! Transportation! Male or
Female. No experience necessary. Call (206)545-4155 ext
A57382.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Music/ Youth director. 20 hours a
week, pay negotiable. Apply in
person M-F 9-4pm . at 300 N .
14th in Mattoon or send resume
to P.O. Box 671 Mattoon.
10/18
C--R-U-IS-E, S-H_l_P.,,._S-N_,0,--W:-:-:-H=IRINGEam up to $2,000+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean, etc.).
Seasonal and Full employment
available. No experience necessary. For more information call 1206-634-0468 ext. C57382.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/28
Now accepting applications for
pizza makers, waitress and delivery person. Apply in person after
4pm Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
Part-time sales clerk for new
music store. Call 258-8919 ask for
Mike.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/18
Wanted versatile drummer for
steady local gig. Good cash- must
have transportation. 235-6725.
--------.,.-10/18
Needed! Self-motivated, organized individual to distribute
advertisements on college campus. As an AMERICAN campus
rep, work for yourself, set your
own hours and earn GREAT
income! No selling involved. for
more information, call 1-800YOUR JOB or write: AMERICAN
COLLEGIATE MARKETING, 419
Lentz CT., Lansing Ml 48917.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14

Classified Ad Form
Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Address: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.

Sublessor needed for Spring
semester.
$185/month.
2
Bedroom for 3 girls, Call Julie or
Tricia 345-4107.
---------..,--,..,,..,,10/14
Sublessor needed Sp. '95 Very
nice 1 Br. apt. above Coach
Eddy's. Furn. Call 345-5584 and
leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
Three sublessors needed for
vacant 2 bedroom apt. $185 per
month, spring semester call
Darin, Derek, or Dan 345-6939.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/26

DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
AND MICROWAVES FOR RENT.
CALL 348-7746.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12112
Large 1 bedroom apt. 1 block
from campus, furnished, water &
trash paid, $237/month, spring
semester. 345-2423 MUST SEE!
----,------,----,10/21
2 Bedroom apt. furnished.
Available now or Spring Sem.
$290/ month lease 345-5728
_ _ _ _ _ _ ea 10/12,14,17

O Yes O No

Dates to run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ad to read:

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus oroanjzational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadllne
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that Is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

1 BombayV.l.P .
8 Hacienda part
10 Money grp.
13 With 16-Across,
financially O.K.
14 By its very
nature
16 See 13-Across
17 Lab containers
18 Hemmed
20 James Murray
work: Abbr.
21 Air hero
24Pro-25 Kind of violet
29 Hawaiian
verandas
31 Cousin of a
mile .
32 Inseparable

33Lake-(Mississippi's
source)
34 German "I"
35 Musical ending
38 Composer with
a clavier
37 Mississippi
waterway
39 Gland finale?
40Der-(Adenauer)
41 Coll. srs . exam
42 Sophisticated
44 Scare word
45 Jungle
squeezers
46 California team
47 Approve
49 The nth
degree?
so Festival time
51 Postal abbr.

Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use o n l y ) - - - - - - - - - - - Person accepting ad, _ _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0

Payment:

Cash

0

Check

0

Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ __
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

17

ARMY ROTC LAB will be at 3 p.m. today at Buzzard Building. We
will be conduction rappelling exercises. The uniform will be BDU's,
soft cap, black boots, pen and paper.
ALPHA PHI ALPHA fraternity inc. will host "The days of Black and
Gold" Oct. 10-15 for more information call Ross Martin at 581-3191
ALPHA PHI ALPHA fraternity inc. will have a bowling party from 6
to 9 p.m. in the Bowling Alley in the union. First 20 people receive
free shoe rental.
PHI GAMMA NU will have and active meeting from 10 to 3 today in
Lumpkin hall room 122.
HAITI CONNECTION MEETING will be at 5 p.m. tonight in the
Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have music practice at 9:30
p.m. tonight in Coleman Auditorium.
.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will offer the sacrament of
Reconciliation at 3:30 p.m. today at the Newman Center.
SCEC DEVELOPMENTAL COMMITTEE meeting will be at 6 p.m.
tonight in Buzzard Building TMC. Andy questions, call Jamie.
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION will have its weekly meeting at
5 p.m. tonight in Carman Hall Copa room .
MUSLIMS STUDENTS ASSOCIATION will have friday prayer at
12:15 p.m. October 14 in the Neoga room in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
AMERICAN PRODUCTION AND Inventory control society will
have a membership meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in the Walkway in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
OMEGA PSI PHI will present their first formal Que Ball at 7 p.m.
October 21 at Stu's. Formal attar is mandatory. for information call
34-5686 or 581-8026.
OMEGA PSI PHI will have tuckins for those ladies who request it
at 8 p.m. Oct. 17. Call 581-8026 or 345-5686.
PHILOSOPHY FORUM MEETING will be at 4 p.m. tonight in
Coleman Hall philo dept.
·
MULTICULTURAL STUDENT Union will meet at 8 p.m. tonight in
the Kansas room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will have a large
group meeting at 7 p.m. tonight in the Cllarleston/Mattoon room in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University-Union.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will have"' a Philfnthropic meeting at
9:30 p.m. tonight in Andrews Lobby.
SOCIETY FOR HUMAN resource management will have a speaker and meeting at 6 p.m. tonight in Coleman Hall room 109A.
LESBIAN, GAY BISEXUAL and Allies Union will have a meeting at
7 p.m. Oct. 17 in Coleman Hall room 228.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION will have a Bible study at 7 p.m. in
the Neoga room in he Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

WANTED: 10 OVERWEIGHT,
TIRED, AND BROKE STUDENTS WHO WANT TO
CHANGE. CALL CAROL AT 2346629.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/17

ACROSS

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student

Loving Couple wishes to give
your baby a lifetime of happiness
and dreams come true. Call us
anytime, Deb & Jim 1(800)7088648.

9C

52 Soviet workers'
cooperative
54Robin's
transport
58 See 63-Across
82 Cost
containment
measure
63 With 58-Across,
blockaded
84 Firecracker's
path
65 Fun-house cries
HPretender

36

40

DOWN
44

1 Green
2 "The - - Daba
Honeymoon"
3 Write a bit
4 Former ova
5 Abelard, e .g.
6 Rushed
7 Salaam's beast
&See 9-Down
9 With 8-Down,
a reply's start
to Banned
chemical
compound
11 Had a little lamb
12 Lettuce variety
14 Agenda listing
15 German import
19 See 45-Down
21 Legendary
Arabian hero
22 Make a list
23 Doer
25 With a bow,
musically

47

62

64
Puzzle by Manny Noaowaky

26 Radiator fluid
21 Faster than
adagio
28 Least remote
30 Late apartheid
opponent
31 Appraises, with
"up"
35 Sierra Maestra
country
38 Flaherty's "Man
of--"
43Takesthe
elevator,
perhaps

55

... Boss? (6:05)
... Boss? (6:35)

Unsolved Mysteries Martin
Living Singles

Wortd of Wonder
Amazing America

Little House on
The Prairie

Shaka Zulu

Movie: Memories
Never Die

New York Undercover

Movie Magic
Know Zones

St. _Elsewhere

Star Trek: The Next
Generation

Beyond 2000

News
America/Wholey

World of Wonder
Amazing America

Red/Green Show
Movie:

USA-26

WGN-16

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8

SportsCenter
Weekend Kickoff

Wings
Wings

Love Connection
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Designing Women
Designing Women

Roseanne
Roseanne

Wheel of Fortune
Cops

Due South

My So Called
Ltte

College Football

Murder She Wrote

Movie: Vanishing
Son II

Illinois Gardner
This Old House

Mad About You
Friends

Connie Chung

Billy Ray Cyrus: A
Year on The Road

Talking Point

Seinfeld
Madman/People

Chicago Hope

Primetime Live

ER

News
David (10:35)

News
Married... (10:35)

Wings
Wings

Night Court
Simon & Simon

51

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

ESPN-24

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter

52 "Poor pitiful
me!"

WEIU-9

WAND-7

News
Entmt. Tonight

Mystery!

49 Make ready,
informally

Beyond 2000
Next Step

WCIA-3

News
NBC News

News

48Author
Bombeck

53 Prefix with type
54 Merit badge
grp.
55 Swiss river
56 Hosp. attention
57 Word of disgust
59 Both Begleys
60 "Huh I"
81 Sin

DSC-33

WTW0-2

Movie: Dead Air

45 With 19-Down,
predeparture
words

Unsolved Mysteries Cops
Cops

TBS-18
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edroom House remodeled
n & bath. One block from
ain. Off Street Parking.
95.
====-10/12, 13,14, 17,18,
ESSOR NEEDED FOR SP.
TO SHARE. 2 BEDROOM
SE WITH 3 FEMALES.
SE TO CAMPUS. CALL
ANi 345-6334 OR LEAVE
AGE.

PALLDIUM, FASA, WHITE
F, ALL 20% OFF, Most other
ducts also 20% off. Call
owfire games at 581-3001,
5970.
10/14
~w7in-n-:-::,9:-::5:--m-o--:d-e.,-Is-_--:c"""e nt r al
· oldest dealers. Drive a litand save alot. Compare
you buy. Oakley's Bicycle
s and guns. 2601 Marshall,
~---;----;-------,-10/13
cle storage space for rent
per month call 345-5297.
-----..,-.,-----..,-...,....,..10114
me adult rentals, childrens
sale. Broadway Bazaar,
235-4844.

ARD FOR LOST KEYS ON
LEATHER
STRAP,
UNO PANTHERS, JIMMY
NS, OR CAMPUS AREA
348-0288.
,..,,..,,,.......,-,.,...,.----,--..,.--:::-:-::10/13
ND- Wristwatch by "W" parklot. Identify to claim at Student
lcation Office, 127 Buzzard
"-"='=-==---,....,.--...,..,-:::10/13
ND: Bassett hound/ Beagle
Owners don't want to take
k, so giving him to lovir:ig
. NOT A HOWLER!! Male~
x. 1-2 years. Loves"'to play
cuddle! Good with other dogs
. Please call at 348-6497.
-:--:----:-::----:-:-:---::--:-1 0/14
lost with white Bud Light
e opener with blue letters.
581-5463.

DON'T FORGET YOUR SWEET1E ON SWEETEST DAY! A

GREAT SELECTION OF BALLOONS, CARDS, AND CANDY
ARE AT TOKENS! TRY THE
NEW CREATE-A-CARD COMPUTER FOR THAT PERFECT
SOMEONE. IT'S FUN!
_ _ _ _ _ca10/5,6,10,11,12,,
Help support Jamie Holzer at the
Sig Pi Hut on October 14th at
7:00pm.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
CAPONES A GREAT PLACE
FOR YOUR PRIVATE FUNCTIONS 6,000 SQ. FT. OF FUN
CALL TODAY 348-0288.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
ALPHA GAMS, CONGRATULATIONS ON WINNING HOMECOMING, LOVE BRETT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
Party Headquarters is at GRAND
BALL COSTUMES $ MORE!
New location: 609 6th from 10am9pm M-F, 10-5 Sat. Over 4,000
costumes for rent, plus accessories, props, wigs, makeup,
magic, and juggling supplies,
novelties and party goods. Call
345-2617- Charlestons Place for
fun!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _.ca12,13,14,
Interested in getting involved?
Student senate is looking for
Non-Senate committee members.
If interested call the student government office at 581-5522 for
more information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
We buy Cd's cassettes, and vinyl.
Call 234-3668, Music exchange.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/25
STUDENT SENATE IS LOOKING
FOR A NON-SENATE ELECTIONS CO-CHAIR. APPLICATIONS AND INFORMATION ARE
AVAILABLE IN ROOM 201' OF
THE MLK STUDENT UNION.
APPLY TODAY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
Gina Shaw of AST: Your morn is
watching you and can't wait for
Friday! Tau love your morn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Womens Basketball walk-on tryout is Monday morning Oct. 17th.
6arn in Lantz Gymnasium.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
Thank you to Klutch, Troy
Wormley and CHAD for coaching
our Alpha Garn football team
undefeated into finals. Your the
best!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
SHANNON HILL- Your morn is
watching you. Can't wait until
Friday.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
LORA, l'M SO EXCITED TO
FINALLY MEET YOU! TAU LOVE
MOM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
COLLINS, don't forget VDC
meeting on the veranda, bring
your own treats. Tau love
PSfunia.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
HEATHER STILLWELi- Mom's
watching. Get excited about
Friday! It'll be GREAT. Tau Love
Mom.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13

Shelly Salvato- Get psyched for
tonight. I can't wait to see my
beautiful baby! Sig Kap love,
Mom.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Jackie McBrayer: Can't wait until
tonight! We are going to have a
blast this year! Love your
Mom my.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/1
ALPHA PHI: Active retreat is
Saturday! Be at house by 9am,
dress warm if it is cold and come
comfortable! Trust me, you'll love
the surprise! Love Mckeown.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
RUTTENM
SNAKE~
~J.
WOMAN, THICK & SMOKERUptowner & P.J.'s tonight! I'll
drive, but I won't buy. Rockstar
parking. Love Heifer.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
AT TEDS TONIGHT. KEYSTONE
LIGHT OR ICE CANS $.75, D.J.
JEFF- $.25 DRAFTS, $1.00
SCREWDRIVERS, $.25 HOT
DOGS, NO COVER.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Jens & Amy E. Thanks for putting
up with all my bad habits. You
guys are the BEST roomies .
BLZRDS & P.J.'S. Love roomie
#3.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Lil Brackett, I'm so glad that your
down here. Enjoy that present
you bought for M.R. I DON'T
want to here the details. Be careful. Love your big sis.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
To the women of Epsilon Sigma
Alpha: Thank you for a great
Homecoming. The Men of Sigma
Nu.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
SIG KAP PLEDGES: Get excited
for tonight! Your morns can't wait
to see-you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
MISTY OF AET- get excited for
Friday. Your morn is watching
you. Tau Love Mom.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
TRACY
&
CHRISCongratulations to our favorite
KITCHEN NOISEMAKERS! We
are happy for you. Love Julie,
Kristi, & Kim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
DANA ROE OF SIGMA KAPPA:
I'm so proud of my daughter. I
can't wait until tonight! Love
morn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Shelly Moore- roses are red, violets are blue, just wanted to say,
your morn is watching you! Sig
Kap love, your morn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
DEIDRA
BRINKMAn:
Get
psyched for tonight! Sig Kap love
Mom.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
LAURA EATON- TO MY BEAUTlFU L SIG KAP BABY- GET
READY
TO
HAVE
FUN
TONIGHT!! LOVE, YOUR MOM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
SARAH FLAMINI- Get excited for
tonight. I can't wait to see my
beautiful baby. Sig Kap love,
mommy.
·
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13

lvin and Hobbes

Colleen Deluca: I hope you are
psyched for tonight! Your mommy
is waiting to see her sweet and
beautiful daughter! Sig Kap love,
morn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
KELLY WIECZOREK: I can't wait
to see my beautiful baby tonight.
I've been watching you! Sig Kap
love, mommy!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
AMY AGEMA: I can't wait to see
my beautiful baby tonight. We'll
bowl the night away. Sig Kap love
Mom my.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
ALPHA GAMS- Thanks for a
great 21 st. Love, Megan. P.S.
Room 206- great function.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Julie Robbins, get excited for
Formal! Love your ALPHA GAM
SPECIAL SIS, Megan.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
JILL BUTTZ OF AST: Mom's night
is right around the corner! I can't
wait to meet you! Tau Love, morn. '
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Tracy Thezan of AST, your morn is
watching. Can't wait to see you this
weekend!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Ann Paulek, your morn is watching
you! I cannot wait until Friday! Tau
Love, morn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Shane, of Delta Tau Delta- Thanks
for making my every dream come
true. I'm looking forward to a lifetime of happiness. Love Always
and Forever Gretchen.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Tish, don't stress out. It will all work
out. Your the best. Love mustard.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Jenny Feig -0f AST: Get psyched for
Friday, your morn thinks you are
awesome!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
To the world series Sigma Pi softball team: Congratulations on winning 1st place. You guys were the
best. Lets doe it again next year.
Love coach.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
JEN CANADAY OF SIGMA
KAPPA: I can't wait until tonight.
Your mommy loves you.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Megan Connor of Sigma Kappa:
Get psyched for tonight. Your
mommy cl!,n't wait to see you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
AT TEDS TONIGHT. KEYSTONE
LIGHT OR ICE CANS $.75. D.J.
JEFF- $.25 DRAFTS, $1.00
SCREWDRIVERS, $.25 HOT
DOGS, NO COVER.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Cheryl, you finally made it.
HAPPY 21ST. Get ready for
tonight. Love your roommates
Christina and Jenny.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
KERI POTTS- I'm so proud to be
you morn! Can't wait for tonight!
Love?.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
Emily Hanner of Sigma Kappa:
Your mommy can't wait to give
you a big hug tonight. get ready
for the night of your life.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/13
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To all
.

1

Full-time
Students:·

The cost of your
'94 Warbler has
been included
within your student activities
fee from the
'93-'94 school
year. Come on
by and pick. on~
up 'at '· HO''I
Rm. 127
Buzzard Bldg.
from 8:00am
4:30 pm
I

.

by Bill Watterson

I Rt.SENT
lHAT!

~
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*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHA,NGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

J,~

Name: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
HEY, 'f'AU .1
{(}H&R£~

7H8
OCCAN?

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone: _______
Dates to run ___________

Message:

(one word per line)

:::I?

Person accepting a d - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days. _ _ _ _ _ _ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __
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Soccer team forced to live
with double-overtime tie
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

The Eastern men's soccer team went into
double overtime at Quincy University Tuesday night, only to end up in a 1-1 draw.
The Panthers lit the scoreboard first when
sophomore Mark Valintis knocked in Eastern's lone goal 37 minutes 16 seconds into
the game. Valintis' goal was assisted by cocaptain Brad McTighe and junior Steve Van
Dyke.
But Hawks goalie John Kluba lived up to
his billing as the top keeper in the MidContinent Conference as he stopped a flurry
of Panther shots to keep Quincy in the
game.
"We had numerous opportunities to score,
but their goalie had some great saves," said
Eastern head coach Cizo Mosnia. "He kept
them in the game."
With his eleven saves, Kluba still leads
the conference in goals-against average with
0.92 per game.
In the second half, Quincy finally was able

to score on a play that caught the Panthers
off guard.
Quincy got the ball on an Eastern violation. Before the Panthers could regroup, a
Hawk player zipped the ball past sophomore
goalkeeper Brian Ritschel. The goal was
scored with 21:36 left in the game.
"The referee made a call and the players
froze," Mosnia said. "Their team took a quick
free kick and their player popped it in."
Although Eastern did not pick up its third
consecutive win, Mosnia was pleased with
his teams' effort.
"For the first time this season we had
intensity throughout the whole game,"
Mosnia said. "The players turned it up a few
notches and they looked sharp."
The only aspect that his team may have to
work on is the mental side of the game.
"We had some mental breakdowns, but
I'm not too worried about that," Mosnia said.
The Panthers next contest will be at 3
p.m. Friday when they host Mid-Con newcomer University of Missouri at Kansas City
at Lakeside Field.

eshman setter getting
coinfortable with star role ·

MOiher's
...
TV Giveaway!
· Drawing at Milcdlirun~~!
lad Nitti
$1 Rolling Rock

$1 20oz. Drafts,

Bottles, ~ Drinks

Longnecks
- 25( Brats!

By ANTHONY NASELLA
Staff writer

four years. She just needs mance as Colchester's class
to get better defensively."
salutatorian.
And remembering that
"Smart students tend to
If there was one thing Harper is only a freshman, perform better on the
that hampered the college the highest assist output by court," Ralston said, uprecruiting process of a freshman setter is all- holding Eastern's high acaEastern volleyball setter time assist leader Amy Van demic tradition. "She's very
Kara Harper, it was that Eekeren (903 in 1990), a smart overall."
the Colchester High School feat that Harper will also
Harper, a three-year capstandout was perhaps too pass if she remains on pace. tain at Colchester, led her
t to~lay competitively
"I was very nervous at team to a 38-5 record and a
.:n:1. . • a.11
11
eg · ~" """ ....,. .. ,
. the beginning of the sea- second-place finish at the
t now, as Harper has son," Harper admitted. "I IHSA Class A State Tournimmediately established was afraid that I wouldn't ament. Colchester reached
herself as one of the pre- be able to perform as I had the Elite Eight also in 1992
mier setters in the Mid- expected to. But it went a and 1990, when it finished
Contine-nt conference in lot smoother than I third in the state. Colonly her first collegiate sea- thought, so I'm very happy chester was 96-19 in Harson, it's the schools which about that.
per's career.
passed her up that appear"And my teammates realHarper says that kind of
to be short - on the short ly encouraged me this sea- exposure to success, espeend that is.
son," Harper said. "That cially as a freshman in
Harper has compiled 700 really helped me out in 1990, definitely helped her
assists through Eastern's terms of confidence. It has in her ability to handle
first 20 matches, which really been fun."
pressure situations and
leads the Mid-Continent
Van Eekeren, who has help cut down on the butgonference. If she remains 3,811 assists for her career, terflies that some players
qn her current pace, she has nothing but compli- experience in the big
will pass former Eastern ments about Harper's abili- games.
.
standout Donna Sicher ty to make transition from
"That experience really
(1,236) for the most assists high school to college.
helped for the future," Harin a season.
"She's very good," Van per said. "I wasn't nervous
"She's a ve-ry smart play- Eekeren said. "She's made in the coming years beer," head coach Betty a excellent transition, cause I had gotten over the
Ralston said. "She might because there is a big dif- hype. It helps to be there
not be tall, but she gets ference between the two before."
touches on a lot of balls. levels. Coach (Ralston) said
As for individual awards
When I realized we needed to me last year when she . Harper might receive, she
a setter, I saw Kara as an recruited her that she said she thinking more of
ideal person for our pro- reminded her of me."
team accomplishments.
gram.
Ralston said she saw
I just want us to wjn con"She really plays very numerous positive points in ference," Harper said. "I
calm and under control. I Harper when she recruited haven't thought of any indiknow that she's going to be her, not just on the court vidual awards. I just want
a great setter for the next but in her classroom perfor- to see our team win."

Congratulations!

Kappa Delta Rho
New Members

Make Sweet Memories!
for Sweetest Oa4, Saturday, October 15
with
Carnations

$17.50
with Roses

$20.00 .
~
• From Page 12

comment was 'that's what I
came here to do, was to
play,'" Spoo said.
Swinning's parents, who
made the trip from Ohio
last weekend for the
Northern Iowa game, will
do the same when Swinning
makes his first start at
Western.
"My dad thought I was
lying," said Swinning when
he told his parents he was
s..tar.::tiog. _ __

Spoo said that Mauch is
not done at quarterback by
any means, but that he may
see some time at other positions.
Mauch has played some
wide receiver in the past,
and with the loss of utilitym a n Bill Korosec, Mauch
could also take up the punt
return duties.
"I think we'll explore
other opportunities for
him," Spoo said. "He's done
that (played wide receiver
and returned punts) in the

past and if he's of a mind to
do it, he can do it.
"If there's one player on
our team that can do that,
it's Pete."
Spoo said that his decision to go with Swinning in
no way means th a t he is
giving up on the r est of the
season.
"I'm not throwing the
towel in whatsoever," Spoo
said. "I expect to win five
(more) games and I think
this is the best way to go
about it."

flowers and candy
in a keepsake tin!

$24.50
DOZEN ROSES

Teleflorae
Tumbling Hearts
Bouquet

Wrapped $15.00

$17.95 Vased

with greenery

DOZEN LONG STEM RED ROSES
Wrapped $20.00

$26.50 Vased
with greenery

NOBLE FLOWER SHOP
503 Jefferson, Charleston • 345.. 7007
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Ex-coach Craft enjoying new post
But he knows
associate A.D.
job won't be
his for long
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

When people think of Eastern track and cross country,
John Craft's name usually
comes to mind.
But for the first time in 20
years, Craft is no longer
yelling instructions or giving
words of encouragement to
his collegiate racers. This
summer, Craft became acting associate athletic director when Joan Schmidt was
demoted to faculty status.
"At times you have to
work long hours and do multiple tasks at once," Craft
said of his new role. "I've
been thoroughly enjoying
my duties. I like this dimension in my career."
Craft began his coaching
career in 197 4 as assistant
men's track coach, a post
served until 1979 when he
became women's cross coun-

try coach and remained
there until last fall. When
Athletic Director Mike Ryan
resigned, Craft took over as
acting athletic director until
Bob McBee was named the
permanent replacement.
"I miss working with the
young women (in cross country) and the coaching aspect," said Craft, a fifthplace finisher in the triple
jump at the 1972 Olympics
at Munich, Germany. "It's a
new job for me."
McBee said a national
search for an associate athletic director will probably
begin in March. Schmidt's
duties as associate A.D.
have been handled by Craft
and newcomer Jerome Rodgers, who recently took over
as student academic services
and compliance director.
A national search for a
senior women's administrator will also begin next
spring.
Craft did not say whether
he would apply for the permanent associate A.D. post,
but he showed strong interest in the position. He said
one of his long-term goals is
to land an A.D. post somewhere.

t From Page 12
are bleak.
"It seems like the bolt has been
thrown in the door," Scarcliff said.
"But nothing is ever over."
Student senate member Rick
Tucker expressed little concern over
the situation of botli teams.

In
the
meantime,
Craft says
he's been
busy acting
as McBee's
right-hand
man, helping out with
travel arJohn Craft rangements
for Eastern
athletics,
coordinating
sports information reports
and setting up drug and
substance education programs for athletes.
Craft also thinks that
Eastern's new athletic
administrative staff has
taken an unfair beating for
cutting its wrestling and
men's swimming programs
to achieve gender equity.
"Dr. McBee has been here
three months, and the problems created by gender equity come about from prior
administrators," Craft said.
"It's not something he created. The idea is not to cannibalize men's sports, but to
enhance men's and women's
sports.
"People seem to have lost
sight that we're trying to
correct a decade of inequity,"

"I know Springfield and the (Illinois
Board of Higher Education) are cutting back on sports that are not necessary," Tucker said.
Eastern president David Jorns said
that there is not much else the university can do after spending countless
hours over this topic with the Office of ·

Thursday at

Civil Rights.
"The OCR suggested to add four
sports," Jorns said. "But it would cost
in excess of $300,000 per year."
When asked if the athletes had a
chance to persuade officials to retain
the two sports, Jorns replied "I don't
think they'll be successful." ..
' ~ - r' :t

TED 1 _S
Tonight

D.i
l.
Jeff Berendt
Playing
Any Music You
Ask For!
25~ Drafts
$2 Pitchers
s1screw
Drivers.,J .,
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How to

~arty's

~~~~lz'All Beef Gyros

interview
with the
Fortune SOO
even
without
•
out

w/Marty:s Fries $2 99
$1 Bottles
25

Tonite:
Marty's own Smothered Fries
Crisp Fries topped w/cheese,
bacon & sour cream.

Phi Sigma Sigma
would like to lionor those sisters who
received great academic achievement
during spring 1994.

3.5 ani1above
Angela Andr):
cky Johnson
Kri
ods
Tiffany
Kriste
Beth
Jen
Ja
Susan

he added.
Adjusting to a new and
somewhat "green" athletic
staff is one challenge Craft
and the department face.
Besides Rodgers, Steve Rich
recently took over as assistant ath.l etic director, Jim
Schmitz as baseball coach
and Rosanne Kramarski as
men's and women's tennis
coach. And in the meantime,
the search for Eastern's first
women's soccer coach is
winding down.
Craft said it will take
time for new athletic personnel to get adjusted to
Eastern's athletics.
"The people coming in
here are top-notch people,"
Craft said. "They need time
to get oriented with EIU
university."
McBee said he's been
pleased with Craft's performance in the acting position.
He mentioned that Craft has
·"a lot of energy" and is an
excellent resource person.
"I think he's done an
excellent job," McBee said.
"John did a good job of keeping me informed in the
interim before I came to
work on campus. He's been
an immense help to me."

awkins
ebbel
dy
kiff

OK, graduate-to-be. You can get up early or you can get Career/NET"
Its simple: You give us your resume in a personal profile on the disk we
provide. And we guarantee to deliver it to 10,000 employers (including
the Fortune 500) in exactly the form they're looking for. Your Career/NET
enrollment kit-a preprogrammed disk and a booklet of step-by-step
instructions-is $99.95~ To be in the next nationwide distribution to
employers, order today. Call 1-800-682-8539.

lMildifNETI
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Plus $4.95 for shipping and handling.
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Women's tennis
team rolls twice
By MATT MORFOOT
Staff writer

Consecutive shutout victories by the Eastern women's tennis team has left
the Lady Panthers on a positive note heading into the
conferenct;! tournament.
"The women did what
they had to do," head coach
Rosanne Kramarski said.
"Everyone likes to have an
easy win, and now we have
to start practicing hard for
the conference."
On Tuesday, the women
defeated Northeastern Illinois, 9-0.
Samantha Wulfers, Terra
Erickson, Kristy Sims, and
Angela Waldhoff scored
respective 6-0, 6-0 victories
over N ortheastern's Gerri
Williams, Heather Sachf,
Karen Gill and Sam Malinowski.
Stephanie Sullivan just
missed blanking her opponent by scoring a 6-1, 6-0
victory over Shelly Hurst.
The sixth singles spot
was won by default.
In doubles play, the comliiD@Uim @f Ge~ta Dua and
E'rickson recorded an 8-2
victory over Williams and
Sachf.
Wulfers and Melissa
Welch defeated Hurst and

Malinowski 8-0, while the
third doubles match was
won by default.
The lady netters · then
took on Illinois Wesleyan
Wednesday, again defeating
their opposition 9-0.
Sullivan and Sims recorded 6-0, 6-0 victories
over Tracey Lehmann and
Jill Martin of Illinois Wesleyan.
Wulfers defeated Amy
O'Conner 6-4, 6-1, while
teammate Dua scored a 6-2,
6-1 victory over Sarah
Nance.
Welch capped off the singles scoring by recording a
6-1, 6-2 victory over Jen
Greenwald.
Illinois Wesleyan defaulted at the No. 2 singles spot.
Doubles play found the
team of Dua and Erickson
scoring a 6-3, 6-2 victory over O'Conner and Nance.
Wulfers and Welch defeated Lehmann and Martin 6-0, 6-2, while the third
doubles match was won by
default.
To prepare for the conference meet, Kramarski said
the women will work against the men in practice.
The Mid-Continent Conference Tournament will be
held Oct. 21-23 in Youngstown, Ohio.

Swim
teams
talk to
senate
By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

In an attempt to keep i
hopes from being sunk
members from Eastern'
men's and women's swim
ming teams addressed th
student senate Wednesda
night about recent cuts i
the athletic department.
Five men and four wome
comprised a group that d
mantled an explanation o
. why wrestling and men'
~-swimming are going to b
cut .::~t
... the •beginning of ne
- season.
"Most students know
what they can and can't do,•
said Sandra McCray,
member of the Eastern women's swimming squad.
"We're not going to sit down
and watch getting half of
our team get dropped.
"We're going to make
some noise."
McCray added that since
it has been about two weeks
since the cuts were announJIM WASSEL/Staff photographer ced, everybody was "still in
Terra Erickson returns a serve during tennis practice earli- shock about the whol
er this season. The women's team defeated Northeastem thing."
lliinois and lliinois Wesleyan both 9-0 the past two days.
Khris Scarcliff, a membe
of the men's swimming
team, explained the team
will try everything possible
to keep their sport from
taken us as far as I think he can take
Although Swinning has not seen any going down the drain. He
us, and I want to see if there's a change playing time, Spoo said he is impressed mentioned that this would
in direction that might be in our best with his size and throwing skills.
include giving their best
"He worked a lot in the preseason," effort to head coach Ray
interest.
"I think there is, and this is the op- Spoo said. "He is confident and learns Padovan.
portune time to seek that opportunity."
well.
"It's going to devastate
Spoo used words like, "shock, disap"It will be a tremendous challenge for Ray - he can't stand coachpointment, anger" to describe Mauch's him, there's no question about that."
ing just one team," Scarcliff
The 6-foot 5-inch Swinning was a said. "We're going to gi~~
reaction to the demotion.
Spoo also bypassed Ron Reichert, who two-time first team all-conference pick Ray 110 percent this year.
had cpmpleted 23 of 42 passes for 269 at Waverly High School in Ohio, where
"We're just going to haul
yards in three games as a backup.
he threw for 4,296 yards and 64 touch- ass and win everything we
"My confidence level there is such downs in his career.
can."
"As far as I knew I wasn't going to
that I would not want to put (Reichert)
Scarcliff is hopeful that
in that role," Spoo said.
play at all this year," Swinning said. there is some way to keep
Spoo said that his 2-4 Panthers hav- "I'm happy right now, but I do feel bad both wrestling and men's
ing an off week this week influenced his for Pete."
swimming as Division-I
decision to go with an inexperienced
According to Spoo, Swinning was sports at Eastern.
eager to get some playing time.
quarterback.
But he realizes that the
"That certainly helped - the fact that
"When told about the opportunity, his chances to keep both alive
we had the extra time."
t See SWIM Page 11
• See SPOO Page 10

Spoo: We need a change in direction
Panthers ·h oping
QB change can
·spark turnaround
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

Panther head coach Bob Spoo shocked
everybody Tuesday with his decision to
start freshman Mark Swinning in the
Panthers' next game on Oct. 22 at
Western Illinois University.
At Wednesday's weekly press conference, Spoo explained his reason for the
switch.
"I would like to say in respect to Pete
(Mauch) that he has done an outstanding job for us," Spoo said. "But he has

Women's soccer applicant ready to take next step
By JOHN BATES
Staff writer

Women's soccer coach applicant,
Thomas E. Piccirillo, hopes to take
the next step in his coaching career
by securing his first Division I head
coaching job with the Panthers.
"I think I've gotten to the point at
Tiffen where we brought it as far as
it will go," Piccirillo said. "I think
Division I is the next step for me."
In 1991 Piccirillo coached the
inaugural season of women's soccer
at Tiffin University in Ohio, finishing the season with a 4-10 record.
"I was hired in mid-February, and

when I got onto campus, they said Dartmouth College, a smaller since they have the club status right
here's your schedule - go get your- Division I school, and his experience now," Piccirillo said. "They're lookself a team," Piccirillo said. "We as the head coach at Tiffen, a small- ing for more than that.
didn't even have a club at that town college, should ease his transi"The nice thing is you don't have
point."
tion to Eastern should he receive to deal with the players saying 'this
But since then, Tiffen has made the job.
person did it this way.' All traditions
the playoffs each season and is 11-3
If he becomes the women's soccer are developed, and you get to develthis season while finding itself coach, he plans to "go out into the op your own traditions right from
ranked 9th in the nation in the street and do some major recruit- · the start. You don't have to break
NAIA. And Piccirillo believes he can ing," which he believes will be the anyone's bad habits or something
continue his own winning tradition most important aspect to starting that just isn't cohesive with what
up the women's soccer team in the your doing."
at Eastern.
"I think it's a school, from what I spring. After that he plans to evaluBrian Wiesner, the third applihear, that makes a commitment ate the team during the spring of cant for the wt>men's soccer coaching
toward winning," Piccirillo said.
1995.
position, will be interviewed Thurs"I feel (the team is) yearning for day at the Lantz Building, followed
Piccirillo also believes that his
experience as an assistant coach at someone to come and lead them by Steve Ballard on Oct. 19 and 20.

